Magnet-assisted traction method helps to reduce the difficulty of esophageal endoscopic submucosal dissection

Endoscopic submucosal dissection (ESD) is the main treatment of early esophageal cancers and precancerous lesions. However, esophageal ESD is extremely demanding technically because sometimes exposure of the submucosal layer is challenging, which increases the difficulty of the operation and the risk of perforation [1, 2]. In this study, we used a magnet-assisted traction method to reduce the difficulty and increase the safety of esophageal ESD.

A 55-year-old woman underwent a routine gastroscopy examination. It was demonstrated that a suspected lesion was located in the anterior wall of the middle esophagus (▶ Fig. 1). Biopsy pathology revealed a low grade intraepithelial neoplasia (LGIN). The patient strongly requested endoscopic resection because she had a family history of esophageal cancer. Then, ESD was planned. However, after injection and incision, exposure of the submucosal layer was not satisfactory. Therefore, we decided to apply this magnet-assisted traction method. First, we fixed a magnetic bead with attached thread to the edge of the lesion by using an endoclip. After that, we used another external powerful magnet in the middle of the two scapulae to apply traction (▶ Fig. 2). Meanwhile, we adjusted the direction of traction by changing the position of the magnet outside the body. Thereafter, a clear cutting line was exposed so that submucosal dissection could be performed smoothly without any adverse events (▶ Fig. 3, ▶ Video 1). Postoperative pathology confirmed LGIN with negative margins. Clip-line traction is commonly used to reduce the technical difficulty of esophageal ESD, but it is not always adequate because it is difficult to adjust the direction of traction if necessary [3, 4]. We performed this technique for the first time in esophageal ESD, but we have previous experience in colorectal ESD [5], and this case demonstrates the safety and effectiveness of this technique in esophageal ESD. However, follow-up studies are needed to further evaluate the technique.
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▶ Fig. 1 Preoperative endoscopic examination of the esophageal lesion, 21–24 cm from incisor teeth. a White light appearance. b Narrow-band imaging. c Iodine staining.

▶ Fig. 2 The magnet system. a The internal magnetic bead. b, c The external magnet. d The external magnet (placed in the middle of the two scapulae). e The internal magnetic bead (fixed to the edge of the lesion).
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